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Abstract

Combining optimal control theory with a new RF limiting step produces pulses with significantly reduced duration and improved

performance for a given maximum RF amplitude compared to previous broadband excitation by optimized pulses (BEBOP). The

resulting pulses tolerate variations in RF homogeneity relevant for standard high-resolution NMR probes. Design criteria were

transformation of Iz ! Ix over resonance offsets of �20 kHz and RF variability of �5%, with a pulse length of 500ls and peak RF

amplitude equal to 17.5 kHz. Simulations transform Iz to greater than 0.995 Ix, with phase deviations of the final magnetization less

than 2�, over ranges of resonance offset and RF variability that exceed the design targets. Experimental performance of the pulse is

in excellent agreement with the simulations. Performance tradeoffs for yet shorter pulses or pulses with decreased digitization are

also investigated.

� 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Higher spectrometer field strengths provide signifi-

cantly increased sensitivity and spectral resolution, but

the sample must also be excited over a correspondingly
expanded range of chemical shift frequencies. Ideally,

one would like the excitation profile over the range to be

uniform, producing transverse magnetization of con-

stant phase. Considerable research effort has been de-

voted to developing such pulses [1–13]. However,

keeping pace with steadily increasing field strength is a

challenge, given maximum power tolerances for typical

RF probes. Moreover, the focus in broadband excita-
tion has primarily been on increasing the bandwidth of

an ideally executed RF waveform. Dual compensation

for RF inhomogeneity/miscalibration and chemical shift
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variation, with minimal J -modulation and relaxation

during the pulse, are also desirable characteristics of a

versatile broadband excitation pulse. Including these

additional constraints on pulse performance makes the

aforementioned challenge even more difficult.
Numerical optimization has always been an attractive

option in principle, but the number of parameters

required to define the problem can render classic optimi-

zation procedures (such as those in [14]) too computa-

tionally intensive to be practical. The combined number

of RF parameters and resonance offsets multiplied by

the total number of time increments can easily be on the

order of thousands ormore, increasing further if tolerance
to RF inhomogeneity is included.

Optimal control theory [15–18] is a well-known and

widely used technique that provides an enormous effi-

ciency gain compared to traditional procedures. Its use

in optimizing fuel efficiency for the Apollo Mission to

the moon is an often cited example of its utility. Other

examples include robot control and satellite guidance, as
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noted in [19]. Our initial attempt using this method
produced a 2ms pulse (peak RF amplitude 17.5 kHz)

which is insensitive to J -coupling effects and excites

transverse magnetization of nearly constant phase over

resonance offsets of 40 kHz with up to 4 dB tolerance to

RF miscalibration [20]. Prior to this, optimal control in

NMR appears to have been confined to narrowband

selective excitation for magnetic resonance imaging ap-

plications [19,21,22].
We report further improvements in broadband exci-

tation by optimized pulses (BEBOP), employing the

basic excitation pulse to develop optimal control algo-

rithms that will subsequently find use in other NMR

applications. Although the 2ms BEBOP performs ex-

tremely well, shorter pulses are also desirable in order to

minimize relaxation effects. At the same time, peak RF

amplitude must remain below probe limits (e.g., avail-
able for 13C spectroscopy). In our previous algorithm

for implementing the theory, the maximum amplitude of

the RF controls was constrained indirectly—a chosen

pulse length and convergence factor for terminating the

algorithm resulted in an unspecified maximum pulse

amplitude. We now clip the RF amplitude at the pre-

vious 17.5 kHz peak value and force the optimal control

algorithm to search for another solution whenever the
amplitude exceeds this limit. The utility of the new ap-

proach is demonstrated by the design of a 500 ls BE-

BOP with performance characteristics that surpass the

2ms pulse. Alternatively, performance matching the

2ms pulse is attainable by designing either a shorter

pulse (400 ls) or a separate 500 ls BEBOP derived using

significantly decreased digitization.
2. Theory and methods

The following brief overview of optimal control the-

ory, as it relates to excitation in NMR, provides a basis

for defining the BEBOP numerical algorithm. Further

details can be found in [20].

2.1. Optimal control theory: application to excitation

The broadband excitation problem defines a standard

constrained optimization: during the time interval ½t0; tp�,
transfer initial magnetization Mðt0Þ ¼ ẑ to the target

final state F ¼ x̂ for a specified range of chemical-shift

offsets and a desired degree of tolerance to RF inho-

mogeneity or miscalibration. The trajectories MðtÞ are
constrained by the Bloch equation

_M ¼ xe �M : ð1Þ

We write the effective RF field xe in angular frequency

units (radians/s) in the rotating frame as

x ¼ x ðtÞ½cos/ðtÞ x̂þ sin/ðtÞ ŷ� þ DxðtÞ ẑ; ð2Þ
e 1
which encompasses any desired modulation of the am-
plitude x1, phase /, and frequency offset Dx of the pulse.

Constraints on the optimization can be effectively

incorporated into the formalism using the technique of

Lagrange multipliers (for example [23]). The vector

Bloch equation thus introduces a vector Lagrange

multiplier k. We seek to optimize a final cost function

U ¼ MðtpÞ � F; ð3Þ
which quantifies the degree to which MðtpÞ ¼ F. Then,
the necessary conditions that must be satisfied at

each time for the cost given in Eq. (3) to be maximized

are:

_M ¼ xe �M ; Mðt0Þ ¼ ẑ; ð4Þ

_k ¼ xe � k; kðtpÞ ¼ F; ð5Þ

M � k ¼ 0: ð6Þ
Thus, both M and k obey the Bloch equation. As noted

previously [20], a sequence which transforms Mðt0Þ
forward in time to the desired target state F therefore
transforms kðtpÞ ¼ F backwards in time to Mðt0Þ. Since
xeðtÞ controls the evolution of MðtÞ, the goal of finding
the optimum trajectory is the same as finding the opti-

mal RF sequence to apply to the sample. For the opti-

mal pulse, we then have MoptðtÞ ¼ koptðtÞ, which satisfies

the stationary condition given by Eq. (6). For a non-

optimal pulse, M � k at each time point of the two

trajectories gives the proportional adjustment to make
in the control field xeðtÞ.

2.2. Numerical algorithm

The procedure for optimizing the cost, subject to the

constraint that the RF amplitude at each time, x1ðtÞ, be
no greater than a chosen maximum amplitude xmax, is

incorporated in the following algorithm:
(i) Choose an initial RF sequence x

ð0Þ
e .

(ii) Evolve M forward in time from the initial state ẑ.
(iii) Calculate MðtpÞ � kðtpÞ and evolve it backwards in

time.

(iv) x
ðkþ1Þ
e ðtÞ ! x

ðkÞ
e ðtÞ þ �½MðtÞ � kðtÞ�.

(v) For any x1ðtÞ > xmax, set x1ðtÞ ! xmax.

(vi) Repeat steps (ii)–(v) until a desired convergence of

U is reached.
The RF clipping in step (v) is implemented by ad-

justing ðx1Þx and ðx1Þy to satisfy the constraint on

maximum RF amplitude without changing the phase of

x1. Additional details concerning each step and adjust-

ments related to the demands of broadband excitation

are described next.

2.3. Broadband excitation

For broadband excitation, the ideal cost, MxðtpÞ ¼ 1,

which is necessary to satisfy Eq. (6) and terminate the
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algorithm, cannot be achieved by an optimal sequence
at all resonance offsets simultaneously. For a range of

chemical shift offsets, and also a range of nonideal RF

fields, the average cost hMxðtpÞi < 1. Therefore, the

value of M � k is calculated for each combination of

resonance offset and RF field, and the average of all

these values, hM � ki, is used in step (iii), since it can

converge to zero and terminate the algorithm.

Since typical spectrometers implement frequency
modulation as a phase modulation, with DxðtÞ ¼ d/ðtÞ=
dt, only amplitude and phasemodulation were used in the

algorithm. Thus, only the transverse or ðx; yÞ components

of xe are modified in step (iv). The value of Dx in Eq. (2)

is time-independent, and gives the chemical shift of the

irradiated spin. A sequence of random ðx; yÞ amplitudes

was generated to initiate the algorithm in step (i). The two

RF control fields ðx1Þx and ðx1Þy were digitized in 0.5 ls
steps over the 500 ls pulse length. The same digitization

was used in deriving a shorter 400 ls pulse, and an addi-

tional 500 ls pulse was derived using a 5 ls digitization.
RF inhomogeneity in the amplitude x1ðtÞ was incorpo-
rated by scaling the ideal RF amplitude x0

1ðtÞ according
to x1ðtÞ ¼ ax0

1ðtÞ for constant factors a.
Using steps (ii) and (iii), the average hM � ki was

calculated over a combination of 41 resonance offsets in
the range �20 kHz, incremented by 1000Hz, and five

RF scalings given by a ¼ ð0:95; 0:975; 1:0; 1:025; 1:05Þ.
The RF values were weighted according to a Gaussian

distribution exp½�ð1� aÞ2=ð2r2Þ�, with r ¼ 0:042 giving

a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.1, or 10%

of the nominal RF value. The resonance offsets were

weighted equally.

In step (iv), the RF is incremented by the largest value
of � that provides improvement in the cost, determined

at each iteration by bracketing the optimal step size

among three values and using a simple 1D line mini-

mization routine [14]. The efficiency of the optimization

was further enhanced using a conjugate gradient method

to determine the step direction.
Fig. 1. Broadband excitation pulse obtained using the optimal control

algorithm described in the text. Application of pulse amplitude (upper

panel) and phase (lower panel) produces the transformation Iz ! Ix
over a 40 kHz range of resonance offsets with tolerance to RF mis-

calibration sufficient for typical high-resolution NMR probes (see Fig.

2). The maximum RF amplitude was limited to 17.5 kHz by clipping

whenever the amplitude exceeded this value, forcing the algorithm to

search for another solution. A 500ls pulse of constant 13.5 kHz RF

amplitude would have the same power requirements as the pulse

shown.
3. Results and discussion

Previously [20], RF power was limited indirectly in

the optimal control procedure. The pulse length and

convergence parameter for terminating the algorithm

were set sufficiently large that acceptable performance

was obtained without exceeding the power limits of

typical 13C probes. We obtained a 2ms pulse with
maximum RF amplitude equal to 17.5 kHz capable of

transforming 99.5% of initial z magnetization to within

4� of the x axis over resonance offsets of �20 kHz and a

variation of �5% in the optimal RF calibration. By

implementing the new clipping algorithm, we have been

able to further improve pulse performance for the same

maximum RF amplitude, while reducing the pulse
length by a factor of 4. The amplitude and phase of the
resulting excitation pulse, digitized in 0.5 ls increments,

are plotted as a function of time in Fig. 1 for comparison

with the earlier result. The figure clearly shows the cutoff

for the maximum RF amplitude, resulting in a constant

amplitude of 17.5 kHz during extended periods of the

pulse. The inverse transformation Ix ! Iz can be ob-

tained by applying the time-reversed pulse, with each

phase incremented by 180�.
The theoretical performance of the pulse, assuming

simple Bloch equation evolution of the irradiated spins

(as in the optimization procedure), is illustrated in

Fig. 2. Contours of x magnetization, Mx, are plotted in

the upper panel as functions of resonance offset and RF

inhomogeneity. The phase of the excited magnetization

is shown similarly in the lower panel. Over a �5%

variation in the nominal RF delivered by the coil and
resonance offsets of �20 kHz, the excited magnetization

Mx is still at least 99.5% of the initial z magnetization,

M0, but the phase is now less than 2�, compared to 4�
for the 2ms pulse. The 99% contours cover almost a

�15% variation in nominal RF, and the phase of the

final magnetization is on the order of only 4� over this

larger RF range, operating over the same 40 kHz

bandwidth.
The rapid and sometimes large changes in RF am-

plitude of the pulse might be expected to place rather

high demands on the output fidelity of system hardware.

To date, we have found BEBOP demands no more than

is required of any shaped pulse—namely, that RF output



Fig. 3. Excitation profiles for the residual HDO signal in a sample of

99.96% D2O are displayed as a function of resonance offset and RF

power levels applied to the sample using the 500ls pulse of Fig. 1.

Power levels were varied in 1 dB increments by adjusting attenuation

relative to the calibrated pulse at 0 dB, resulting in peak RF amplitudes

of 22 kHz ()2 dB), 19.6 kHz ()1 dB), 17.5 kHz (0 dB), 15.6 kHz

(+1 dB), 13.9 kHz (+2 dB), and 12.4 kHz (+3 dB). The solid line at the

top of each set of profiles is the theoretical performance of the pulse,

plotted, as in Fig. 2, as the value of Mx after excitation of initial z
magnetization, M0. The experimental performance of the pulse is ex-

cellent, producing almost perfect excitation, Mx > 0:995 M0, over

�20 kHz for RF variability within 1 dB (�12%) of the calibrated value,

which exceeds the �5% variation targeted in the optimization.

Fig. 2. Simulated performance of the optimized pulse of Fig. 1.

Starting with initial z magnetization M0, the magnitude Mx (upper

panel) and phase / (lower panel) of the excited magnetization are

plotted as a function of resonance offset and RF field B1, represented

as a fraction of the nominal field B0
1. Contour lines displayed forMx are

[0.995, 0.99], and those for the phase of the excited magnetization are

[2�, 4�], demonstrating practically ideal performance even beyond the

range of RF (�5%) and resonance offset (�20 kHz) variations con-

sidered in the optimal control implementation.
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be linear as a function of RF power. Deviations from

linearity are effectively corrected in software. Details

related to pulse implementation on our particular sys-

tem are provided in Section 4.
As shown in Fig. 3, the experimental performance of

the pulse is in excellent agreement with the simulations.

The calibrated pulse at 0 dB (17.5 kHz peak RF) and

pulses applied with attenuations of �1 dB ()12.6%,

+12.0%) relative to the calibrated RF values match the

nearly ideal performance shown in the simulations. At

�2 dB ()20.6%, +25.9%), the pulse still provides toler-

able performance, with Mx > 0:95 at most resonance
offsets in the 40 kHz range, and Mx slightly less then 0.9

at a few offsets. Pulse performance is finally significantly

degraded at a +3 dB ()29.3%) reduction in the cali-

brated values. Nonetheless, the performance of the pulse

is quite good outside the �5% (��0.4 dB) range of RF

inhomogeneity it was designed to accommodate.
Previously [20], as a benchmark for pulse perfor-

mance, we considered a transverse magnetization equal
to at least 95% of the initial equilibrium value, with a

phase roll of no more than 4� over the resonance offset

range. For the new 500 ls BEBOP, a figure-of-merit

(FOM), defined as the total excitation bandwidth satis-

fying the benchmark divided by the peak RF amplitude,

is in the range 2.3–2.4 for B1=B0
1 in the range 0.9–1.15.

This represents a considerable improvement over the RF

compensation of a phase-corrected hard pulse, which
only provides a slightly higher FOM¼ 2.5 for the ideal

calibrated value, B1=B0
1 ¼ 1. For further comparison

purposes, as noted in [20], a hard 90� pulse of amplitude

17.5 kHz, after phase correction of the spectrum, gives

Mx > 0:995 M0 over offsets of only �12 kHz for the

calibrated value and �6 kHz for RF variability

0:956B1=B0
1 6 1:05.



Fig. 4. Excitation profiles for a 400ls pulse derived using the same

design criteria as for the 500ls pulse demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Excitation profiles for a 500ls pulse derived using the same

design criteria as for the 500ls pulse demonstrated in Fig. 3, except the

digitization of this pulse has been reduced by a factor of 10.
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The best of previous broadband excitation pulses
[6,10] demand less of system hardware, but provide

performance comparable to BEBOP only at the ideal

RF values. The ABSTRUSE pulse [13] actually provides

a greater excitation bandwidth for a given peak RF

amplitude than any of the other pulses cited, but it is

12ms long and highly vulnerable to J -coupling and re-

laxation effects. More importantly, all the excitation

pulses cited [1–13] exhibit a significant drop in perfor-
mance when the effects of RF inhomogeneity are in-

cluded. If no RF compensation is required, optimal

control without the new clipping algorithm has already

provided a 2ms pulse with nearly perfect excitation,

Mz ! 0:999Mx, over a bandwidth of 100 kHz, requiring

only a modest 10% increase in the original 17.5 kHz

peak amplitude [20]. This represents a dramatic increase

in excitation bandwidth compared to any previous ex-
citation strategies. However, the impact of such a pulse

will be less pronounced without dual compensation for

RF and chemical shift variation. Nonetheless, it indi-

cates there is considerable scope for improving pulse

performance without increasing peak power.

The nearly ideal pulse performance illustrated in

Fig. 2 indicates that there is some latitude within the

constraints of the design criteria for further shortening
the pulse length, since perfect performance may not be
necessary. Alternatively, we can consider keeping the

pulse length the same and decrease the digitization of

the pulse in the optimal control algorithm to reduce

demands on hardware for rapid shifting of amplitude

and phase. Two additional pulses were derived, ac-

cordingly.

The experimental performance of a 400 ls pulse de-
signed using the same 0.5 ls digitization as the first pulse

is shown in Fig. 4. Although the range of tolerance to

RF inhomogeneity is reduced compared to the original

500 ls pulse, this shorter pulse still performs excep-

tionally well within 1 dB of the calibrated RF amplitude,

which exceeds the design limits given in the optimal

control algorithm.

Similarly, the performance of a 500 ls pulse digitized
in 5 ls increments is shown in Fig. 5. Although the

performance of these two alternative pulses is not as

ideal as the pulse of Fig. 1, contour plots as in Fig. 2

match the excellent performance of the original 2ms

BEBOP of [20].
4. Experimental

Experimental excitation profiles were implemented on

a Bruker DMX 900 spectrometer equipped with modern
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SGU units for RF control and linearized amplifiers. A
sample of 99.96% D2O was doped with CuSO4 to a final

T1 relaxation time of �500ms. To reduce effects due to

strong B1-field inhomogeneity in the 900MHz cryogenic

probe that is installed on the system, approximately

40 ll of this solution was placed in a Shigemi limited

volume tube.

The pulse requires accurate RF output from system

hardware. However, we have not found the rapid
changes in pulse amplitude noted earlier to be a

problem for modern NMR consoles. Our initial im-

plementation of the pulse using the generic system

hardware and software produced quite good results

that nonetheless failed to match theoretical expecta-

tions. We therefore monitored the experimentally

produced pulse shape and found an inverse droop of

4–8% (increase in RF output as a function of time) for
our particular SGU/amplifier combination. Since the

profile of the amplitude increase was most pronounced

at the beginning of the pulse and flattened out near

the end of the pulse, we used a simple workaround to

avoid the observed amplitude enhancement. The

length of the pulse was increased by adding a period

of zero amplitude at the beginning, where the most

serious corruption of the pulse shape occurs. Adding a
delay of three times the pulse length to the shape re-

duced the initial inverse droop in the experimentally

obtained pulse shape to a relatively small 1% increase

in the amplitude.

The maximum RF amplitude was calibrated using a

square shaped pulse, again initially zero-filled. Offset

profiles were then obtained for the 500 and 400 ls
broadband excitation by varying the offset of the
shaped pulses from )22,000 to 22,000Hz in steps of

1000Hz. In order to also monitor the B1-field depen-

dence of the pulses the experiments were repeated with

�1, �2, and þ3 dB attenuation relative to the cali-

brated RF amplitude, corresponding to maximum RF

fields of 12,380, 13,900, 15,600, 17,500, 19,620, and

22,030Hz. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (500 ls
pulse), Fig. 4 (400 ls pulse), and Fig. 5 (separate
500 ls pulse with only 100 time steps) with the theo-

retical magnitude of Mx after excitation drawn on top

of the individual offset profiles. The experimental data

match theory almost perfectly for the 500 and 400 ls
pulses. Only the 500 ls pulse derived with reduced

digitization displays slight deviations, especially at

high-frequency offsets. In this case, the differences

between simulation and experiment are likely due to
the implementation of the offset profiles, since the

offset was realized by a linear phase ramp added to

the shaped pulse. For the 100-point 500 ls pulse, the

resulting phase increment of 36� per time step is rel-

atively large, and the corresponding digitization arti-

facts are not negligible compared to the 1000-point

pulses.
5. Conclusion

A 500 ls implementation of BEBOP has been dem-

onstrated. The pulse, digitized in 0.5 ls increments, has a

peak RF amplitude of 17.5 kHz and is tolerant to a

range of RF inhomogeneity (�2 dB) that is more than

sufficient for high-resolution NMR probes. It produces

final magnetization of essentially uniform phase over

resonance offsets of 40 kHz. BEBOP was designed by
adding a simple RF limiting step to our previous opti-

mal control procedure [20], enabling the algorithm to

find a nearly ideal solution with a fourfold reduction in

pulse length for the same peak RF. Using the same

design criteria as for the first pulse, we also derived a

400 ls BEBOP, as well as a 500 ls pulse with signifi-

cantly reduced digitization (5 ls per RF increment).

Both of these additional pulses exhibit quite good ex-
perimental performance.

Even shorter pulses may be possible. We plan to

consider the effect of other expressions for the final cost

U and also investigate the limits of tolerance to RF in-

homogeneity. We will continue to develop algorithms

using excitation as a particularly simple example that

allows a clear delineation between the effects of optimal

control and the application, which might be less ap-
parent with a more complicated sequence. BEBOP

pulses obtained to date can be downloaded in Bruker

and Varian formats from http://www.org.chemie.tu-

muenchen.de/people/bulu/.
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